
Today, organizations across industries rely on third-party product vendors to handle non-core functions and services. 
This strategy is necessary to maintain a strong competitive advantage in areas of brand specialization. However, third-party 
services have never presented more of a risk than they do in today’s economy.

Stakeholders – including clients, investors and partners – are concerned by potential vulnerabilities in a company’s third-party 
assets. In recent times, banking institutions, social media networks, and widely used services have been compromised by attacks 
on third-party dependencies, in some cases leading to millions of dollars in financial loss.

As such, Third-Party Risk Management (TPRM) has become an essential part of organizational risk strategy. However, the internal 
resources necessary to assess, communicate, monitor and enforce security standards for third parties can be prohibitive: on 
average, 89 vendors access a company’s network each day.

TPRM functions in part to reassure stakeholders that an organization has exercised due diligence in securing its third-party 
assets. Securicon helps with reporting and organizing information through:

• Organization security response questionnaire

• Required documentation (policies, procedures, workflow diagrams)

• Required evidence (screen shots, direct observations, samples)

For companies, contractors and organizations with GRC objectives and requirements, assuring the safety and security standards 
of vendors is crucial for risk-management. Let Securicon help you to develop and enforce a proactive threat response.

Securicon now offers a comprehensive TPRM solution to organizations who are required to comply with strict government 
regulations including NIST CSF, ISO 27001\2 and NERC CIP 13. Our services include:

• Guidance towards scoping, resource, and stakeholder requirements

• Policy and procedure documentation and workflow creation

• eGRC tool recommendation based on use cases, vendor stratification and risk registration

• Desktop, virtual and onsite vendor risk assessments

• Development of organization-specific questionnaires and priorities

• Contract creation with vendor-oriented security language and requirements

• Third-party monitoring programs

At its discretion, Securicon utilizes AcuSec®, a critical infrastructure risk assessment service and DoE-approved cyber security 
program which has successfully defended 40+ organizations. 
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